Dear Authors,

You are cordially invited to submit an extended version of your paper presented during the ISD2014 conference in Varaždin for publishing in the Journal of Information and Organizational Sciences (JIOS). Being included in relevant abstracting and indexing services (Inspec, ProQuest, and Scopus), JIOS publishes papers with significant original materials.

In that respect, your submission should be non-trivially extended from the version that appeared in the conference proceedings (at a very minimum it should have a new title and contain 30% of new material). You are also kindly asked to write an accompanying letter explaining how your conference contribution has been extended to meet the aforementioned requirements and how reviewers’ comments and the discussion during the conference about your work have been addressed.

Finally, please note that JIOS is published twice a year (in July and December) and that submitted papers will undergo a review process, involving external reviewers. Instructions for formatting papers together with detailed information about JIOS can be found at jios.foi.hr.
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